13 Week Grow My
Cash Flow Program
Your 13 week Grow My Cash Flow program is
focused on #1 finding the drives for cash flow in
your business, creating financial projections for the
next five years for cash flow, margin improvements,
working capital, average value of sale, equity value,
break even, pricing increases, overhead reduction,
debtor day reduction, creditor day increase or more
favourable supplier terms, stock reduction, team &
personal salary adjustments.
#2 Linking the next 12 months of your new
financial projections (where positive cash flow is
gained) to critical success factors, goals and to #3
provide you with strategies for you and your
business to follow.
The key is to find out the cash flow drivers, put
together a financial focused plan where cash flow
improvement is incorporated, provide you with
strategies to follow and meeting with you on how
to implement the strategies.

13 Week Grow My Cash Flow Program
Guaranteed to uncover factors driving positive cash flow for your business,
plus improve your Cash Flow per sale immediately.

Systemic Changes To Lock In Results
Building a strong financial plan to grow your cash flow and reduce future
potential cash flow shortfalls is the focus of this program. With a combination
of business diagnostic, build out of robust projections, linking goals to financial
outcomes, strategies to achieve goals and meetings on key drivers and how to
implement strategies you’re guaranteed to improve the position of your
business.
At the end of the 13 weeks you’ll have the choice of implementing the changes
via your team or working with us to grow your business to the next level.

Key Benefits From Your 13 Week Program
Create A Laser Focused Financial Plan
You’ll receive a financial plan which includes detailed financial projections for
Break Even, Profit & Loss, Balance Sheet, Annualised Cash Flow, Monthly Cash
Flow (Next 12 Months), Marginal Cash Flow and Business Ratios. Debtor
collection list, creditor slow down list, and stock reduction list. Also strategies
for improvement across areas like cash flow, margin improvements, working
capital, average value of sale, equity value, break even, pricing increases,
overhead reduction, debtor day reduction, creditor day increase or more
favourable supplier terms, stock reduction, personal salary adjustments.
Three Essential Meetings Focused on Growing Your Cash Flow
We’ll have an initial meeting with you to discover what’s happening in your
business, what financial outcomes you are looking for, and what we need so
we can develop a positive return for you. Our next meeting is to go through
the newly created financial projections, cash flow improvements and lock in
a way forward. Our final meeting is to go through the financial plan, educate
you on the strategies for improvements in your plan, how to implement.

